y(A) ^ n2 -2n + 2,
and gave an example to show that y(A) could equal n2 -2n+2. In the special case that all the diagonal elements of A are positive, Wielandt [2, p. 644] showed that one may obtain the better bound (2) y(A) £ « -1.
In this paper, we show that when there are one or more positive diagonal elements of A (or of one of its low order powers), bounds may be found for y(A) which are better than (1), although not necessarily as good as (2) . We shall also give an easy proof of (1) .
In our discussion, we shall assume that the matrix A is non-negative and primitive.4 Let / be the set of positive integers one through n. For L a subset of J, define F°(L)=L and, by induction, for h a positive integer, define Fh(L) as the set of all iEJ such that for some jEFh~l(L), a,-,y>0. For h a non-negative integer, and jEJ, define Fh(j) as Fh(L) where L is the set containing j and only j. We remark that, for h a positive integer, the element of Ah in the ith row and jth column is positive if and only if iEFh(j).
Lemma 1. F(J) = J.
Received by the editors January 16, 1958. Proof. This is obviously true for h = 0. Using mathematical induction, assume it is trueforsomeO^A^w-1.
and apply Lemma 2.
We remark that, given/£J, the set of integers h such that/£F*(j) is a semigroup. Therefore, properties described below may be easily observed by observing the first few iterates of A.
Lemma 3. Let k be a non-negative integer, and jEJFor h^k, let jEFh(j)-Then,F"-'+K(j) = J.
Proof. The corollary above implies that {/} W • • • \JFn~l(j)=J.
For each O^h^n-l, jEFn-y+h~h(j), and so Fh(j)QFn-1+k(j). Therefore, 7 = UEJ F»(j)CF»-i+«(j)QJ. Proof. Let/ be one of the d elements such that jEFp(j) for some p, l^p^h.
Then, if we substitute 0 for k, and Fp for F, we may apply Lemma 3, and conclude that F(-"-1)p(j)=J.
Choose arbitrarily j'E JThen, the corollary to Lemma 2 implies that there exists an /, O^lSn -d such that Fl(j') contains at least one of these d elements.
Corollary. Let A be non-negative and positively symmetric in that at,j>0 if and only if a,,<>0. Then, y(A)^2(n -l).
Proof. A2 has all its diagonal elements positive. Now, apply Theorem 2. We shall show that when there are many positive off-diagonal elements of a non-negative primitive matrix, some of the preceding inequalities may be improved. Given a positive integer J, l^j^n, define X(j) as the number of elements c,-,y, ij&j, for which ffl,-,,->0. Then, the corollary to Lemma 2 implies that X(j) 2: 1 whenever n>\, for all j. Whenever X(j)>l, we may improve the result of the corollary to Lemma 2 by observing that if l^h£n-X(j), then {j}VJF(j)U ■ ■ ■ UFA(j) contains at least h+X(j) elements. If we use this result in the proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, we obtain the following improvements.
Lemma 4. Let k and j be as in Lemma 3. Then, F"~XU)+k(j) = J. 
